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Introduction
It is a pleasure to dedicate this article to David Bivar, whose 1969
catalogue of the Sasanian seals in the British Museum remains a
model for the study of Sasanian glyptics1 and has been an inspiration for this particular student of Sasanian art.
The seal presented here is known from its impression on a
beige clay bulla measuring 3.34 cm x 2.77 cm x 1.44 cm at its
thickest; the seal itself, as measured from its impression, is
approximately 2.65 cm x 2.2 cm. (Figs. 1a and b).2 The seal
belongs to a group of Sasanian intaglios that depict portrait
busts of various officials and are known from the actual stones
as well as from impressions. From the impression, we can see
that, like the other portrait seals, this was an oval stone, set in
a metallic mount and, given its small size, probably a finger
ring. Attached to the mount at the 12 o’clock position was a
globular knob which served to anchor the seal to the clay when
the impression was being made and which has left a deep circular indentation at the top of the bulla.3
The reverse of the bulla is marked by a concavity that cuts
across it and is roughly at a right angle to the vertical orientation of the seal impression on its face; a single string hole runs
into the bulla immediately above and below the concave channel near the center of the back surface (Fig. 1b). These features
show that the bulla was used to seal a document that was rolled
and tied together in the middle by a string; the clay lump was
then placed against the document and impressed with the seal
in its ring.4
Description (Fig. 1a)
The seal shows a beardless male bust facing to the right in the
impression. The bust is presumably that of the seal owner, who
is identified in the inscription that frames his head as Bōxtšābuhr
(see below). Bōxtšābuhr wears a forward-projecting kolāh
edged with a band of pearls or beads along its upper surface
and another at its base, at the brow line. On the surface of the
kolāh is emblazoned a symbol, most likely a personal “device,”
that consists of two bird-like forms, facing in opposite directions and joined by a vertical shaft. Below his kolāh, Bōxtšābuhr’s
hair is arranged in two-tiers of twisted locks, the uppermost
ending at earlobe level and the lower at his shoulder, while a
short lock of hair curls in front of his ear, a feature that is absent

from most male portrait seals because the beard hair, indicated
by a different curl pattern, normally covers this area.5 As an
earring, Bōxtšābuhr wears a large pearl or bead suspended from
a smaller horizontal ovoid element, and around his neck is a
simple torque. He wears a cloak, secured by two circular clasps
linked by six short chains, unless this series of horizontal lines
represent the folds of the garment underneath.
The inscription follows the upper contour of the stone; it
runs to either side of Bōxtšābuhr’s bust, apparently ending on
the right in the impression at the projection of his kolāh, and
continues at the rear of the hat at 11 o’clock. The uppermost
portions of the inscription are illegible due to the way in which
the seal was impressed into the clay, but also because of subsequent damage to the bulla.
Discussion
The bulla belongs to a group of seals and bullae that depict the
“portraits” of Sasanian officials. Typically, these images are
characterized by an exquisitely carved bust of the dignitary
wearing a kolāh emblazoned with an insignia, a pearl drop earring and a torque or necklaces; the accompanying legend contains his name and title, sometimes also a toponym, patronym,
and an additional title.6 The surviving seals are mostly cabochons carved from carnelian, oval in shape with convex
engraved faces and flat backs. Based on the consistency of
shape and material of these actual seals, we may assume that
Bōxtšābuhr’s seal was also a carnelian cabochon.7
Certain stylistic as well as paleographic features (see below)
allow us to date the bulla to the third century CE, with several
details suggesting the second to third quarter of the century.
For one, Bōxtšābuhr’s kolāh is of the so-called “Parthian” type,
so named because it is found on dignitaries’ seals that have
Parthian inscriptions8 and is distinguished from the domed
kolāh worn by other officials by the forward projection of its
peak.9 Further, the insignias on the Parthian kolāhs tend to be
composed of elements (some resembling letters) in an asymmetrical arrangement, while most of the insignias on the
domed kolāhs are completely symmetric. Although
Bōxtšābuhr’s emblem is more symmetrical than most of the
devices on other Parthian kolāhs, it is of a less compact design
than those on the domed kolāhs,10 and both his jewelry, specifically his simple necklace, and his garment, with its double

clasp, are of the type worn by dignitaries wearing the Parthian
kolāh. All these features, therefore, point to an early date for
the seal. Sasanian officials also appear in such dress on early
metalwork11 and rock reliefs.12
The closest parallel to Bōxtšābuhr’s seal is the modern seal
impression published some years ago by our honoree (Fig. 2).13
Depicting the portrait of a supervisory judge (pad-dādwar)
named Xīmarōz, the profile bust not only shares the type of
clothing, hat, and jewelry with Bōxtšābuhr, but also the style of
carving and intensity of expression, in particular the large staring
eye set just below the strong oblique line of the eyebrow. On the
basis of its style, Bivar dated the seal to the third–fourth centuries, although, as noted, Bōxtšābuhr’s seal can be more precisely
dated within the third century. The striking difference between
the two seal images is, of course, Xīmarōz’s full, richly curled
beard while Bōxtšābuhr’s lacks a beard. Indeed, his softly swelling cheek and chin and generally epicene appearance has been
masterfully captured by the seal-carver. His appearance is not a
sign of youth, however, but, as shown by his title, arzbed, the
characteristic feature of a eunuch.
Beardlessness in an early
Sasanian context
Numerous beardless portraits of Sasanian males survive on stone
seals and sculpture. Most of these follow Sasanian hairdressing
and sartorial conventions, but some are atypical in having short
tightly curled coiffures and wearing a distinctly non-Sasanian
draped upper garment or cloak. Such portraits resemble portrait
types on Roman coins and seals and were probably made for
residents of Mesopotamia or Syria in the western part of the
Sasanian Empire or even perhaps for those from captured
Roman areas who had been deported to Iran.14
The titles associated with these men are not only the
expected “supervisor of the women’s quarters,” šābestān, or, as
with Bōxtšābuhr, “master of the women’s quarters,” harzbed
(see below), but also that of magus.15
The following third-century representations of beardless
men are those most pertinent to the depiction of Bōxtšābuhr,
the earliest being the court official who appears in four of
Ardashir I’s (224-240) reliefs: the victor in the third pair of
combatants in the Firuzabad joust relief and the fly-whisk
bearer in that king’s investiture reliefs at Firuzabad, Naqsh-e
Rostam and Naqsh-e Rajab. In the Firuzabad and Naqsh-e
Rajab investitures, he appears in the Parthian kolāh, as previously noted, while in the joust and the Naqsh-e Rostam investiture, he wears the domed kolāh.16 In the triumphal relief at
Darabgerd, which belongs to Ardashir I or his son Shapur I
(240-272), of the eighteen Persians who stand behind the king,
four of the eight who wear the Parthian kolāh are beardless. It
is clear that they and their companions are meant to be specific
individuals: those in the front, all bearded and wearing the
domed kolāh with neck guard, are apparently of greater impor-
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tance in the Sasanian court than those in the other rows.17
Unequivocally dated to Shapur I’s reign is the fire altar
found at Nasrabad in Fars, dedicated to that monarch by
Abnūn, “the palace table-decker” or “master of ceremonies in
the harem” (pad šabistān āyēnīg, see below), to commemorate
the king’s victory over the Romans in 243 or 244.18 Carved on
four sides, two opposing surfaces show “Ardashir, King of
Kings” and “Shapur, King of Kings”; while the other two sides
depict Abnūn on one and on the other the double portrait of
Aspēz and Wahnām, their respective titles, “minister of the
Court” (darbed) and framadār. Unfortunately, the portrait of
Abnūn, who we might expect to be beardless, is badly eroded,
although his face, in fact, seems to be free of hair (Fig. 3).19 The
darbed Aspēz, however, is clearly beardless, his smooth face
contrasting with that of Wahnām, whom he overlaps as both
men face to the right to offer a ring to Ardashir I, who is
depicted on the adjacent side, immediately to the right of the
pair (Fig. 4). It is difficult to make out Abnūn’s headgear, but
Aspēz clearly wears a domed kolāh.
This is the style of hat worn by other beardless personages
of the period, already cited in other works, among them the
following: the man in the domed kolāh with neck guard who,
on Warahrām (Warahrān) II’s relief at Naqsh-e Rostam, stands
with a group of courtiers to the left of the king and is the only
one to raise his right hand in a respectful gesture,20 and, most
notably, the priest and organizer of Zoroastrian orthodoxy,
Kerdīr, whose beardless portrait, in the same type of kolāh and
with the same gesture, appears to the left of Ardashir I in his
investiture relief at Naqsh-e Rajab (Fig. 5). Indeed, it is tempting to identify the beardless man on Warahrām II’s relief as
Kerdīr, who served four kings, from Shapur I to Warahrām II,
and also appears among the dignitaries in King Narseh’s (293303) inscription of 293 CE at Paikuli; the man’s gesture and
gaze is directed towards the standing Warahrām II and seems
to be met by the king who has turned his head to the left as if
to acknowledge his homage. 21
Hat style may also have been linked to an individual’s specific rank, rather than being a matter of personal taste. Thus, it
is possible that the Parthian kolāh worn by Ardashir I’s flywhisk bearer on the Firuzabad and Naqsh-e Rajab investitures
and the domed kolāh worn by him on the Firuzabad joust and
Naqsh-e Rostam investiture indicate a change in status. In any
case, the Parthian kolāh seems to have gone out of fashion by
the fourth century.
One other seal of this period is relevant to that of Bōxtšābuhr,
namely, an inscribed rock crystal cabochon in Geneva carved
with the bust of a man, bareheaded, and with shoulder-length
curls.22 He does not wear a hat, but resembles Bōxtšābuhr in
clothing, jewelry, and hairstyle, down to his cheek curl, as well
as in the full rounded form of his cheek and neck; the carving
is less sensitive, however, and in some areas more cursory. Interestingly, this eunuch does not include a title on his seal, only
the legend, which Robert Göbl read as ’rthštr r’st “Ardashir (is)
just.”

Conclusion
From this discussion, it is evident that eunuchs were an institution in the Sasanian state and its hierarchy. In writing about
eunuchs in the ancient Assyrian bureaucracy, A. K. Grayson
wonders how “a phenomenon which was so important in so
many major civilizations has been virtually taboo in modern
scholarship with the result that there are very few serious studies of the subject.”23 Nevertheless, several scholars have explored
the institution of eunuchs in ancient civilizations (Babylonian,
Assyrian, Urartian, Hittite, classical Greek and Hellenistic,
Achaemenid, Parthian) and, especially, those contemporaneous with the Sasanians (later Roman, Byzantine, and Chinese).
Relatively little is known about the institution in Sasanian
Iran, however, beyond the fact that eunuchs, in addition to
holding the expected inner sanctum court or royal household
positions, like Bōxtšābuhr, also rose to the offices of priests,
administrators, and military men, as attested by the titles
known from commemorative inscriptions and glyptics.24 We
know nothing about the families from which they came or
how they were chosen for this life role, nor how such mutilation of the male body was reconciled with Zoroastrian ideals
of promoting procreation. Let us therefore hope that this brief
look at a eunuch’s seal, in honor of a scholar who has been in
the forefront of Iranian studies, will spur further investigation
into what, by analogy with earlier, contemporary, and later
(medieval Islam and Ottoman Turkey) cultures, must have
been an important institution in Sasanian Iran.
The legend
The legend originally ran from the left to the right shoulder of
the bust, but the upper part (more than one-third) is now illegible. The legible part of the legend has bwhtš(hp)[whr ... ...] x
x x x ’n ’lcpt, that is, bōxtšābuhr [...]-ān arzbed “Bōxtšābuhr
(Bokht-shapur) [...] arzbed of [...].” There are traces of letters
before the second part of the preserved inscription, behind the
kolāh, and also, conceivably, above the front of the kolāh.
When I first read the inscription, I thought I saw gwlk’n ’lcpt
“arzbed of Gurgān,” but the traces do not seem to support it.
The letters have standard forms, but it should be noted that
the c, with its round curves, is not found on the coins of Ardashir I and Shapur I recently published. The simplified “rectangle open to the right” form found on some coins, however,
must be based on the form seen on our seal and must therefore
have been common already in the first half of the third century.25 We can also compare the forms of h, as c is often identical with h plus a “foot;” an h looking like our c is found, for
instance, on several of the seals discussed by Gyselen.26
The form of the name, bōxt plus royal name, recalls Kerdīr’s
honorific title bōxt-ruwān-warahrān, which I have interpreted
as “he whose soul was saved by Warahrān,” where the name
Warahrān obviously refers to the king, but also, in my opinion,

to the king assuming the role of the prince who, together with
the queen assuming the role of the dēn, guides “Kerdīr’s likeness” across the bridge in the relief at Sar Mashhad.27
The term arzbed was discovered by Ahmad Tafazzoli in a
Syriac text on Persian martyrs, as well as in the Book of Kings,
and convincingly explained as the title of the supervisor of the
harem.28 Tafazzoli proposed the word might be derived from
Old Iranian *har-čī- “woman.” This is possible, but leaves out
of consideration Avestan hāirišī- “female,” which can also be
derived from *hāri-čī- or, conceivably, *hari-čī-; the latter form
would and the former probably could give Middle Persian
harč, later harz.29 The title would thus mean “master (i.e., person in charge) of the women(’s quarters).”
In Shapur I’s trilingual (Middle Persian, Parthian, Greek)
inscription at Naqsh-e Rostam (third century CE), the title of
the person supervising the women’s quarters is šābestān (MPers.
š’pst’n, Parthian špystn)30 and corresponds to eynoyxoy in the
Greek version, that is “eunuch.”31 Etymologically, the term
obviously refers to the person in charge of the šabestān “the
nightly (sleeping) quarters (of the women).” The latter word
is found in the Abnūn inscription (see above), where Abnūn
presents himself as pad šabestān āyēnīg, literally, “the one who
makes (guests) enter the (women’s) sleeping quarters.”32 The
Middle Persian term āyēnīg is also found in Shapur’s inscription, where it corresponds to Parthian niwēδ-bed and Greek
δeipnokληtoroc, the person who announces the dinner.33
In Avestan, terms for persons in charge of a place are derived
from the words denoting the place by means of the suffix -i, for
instance, aspō.stān-i-, sb. in charge of or owner of the aspō.
stāna- “stable” (see Videvdad 15.23-39). In Old Persian, these
derivatives were probably integrated into the productive type
of derivation by means of suffix -i and lengthening of the first
vowel seen, for instance, in Old Persian bāgayādi-, month
named after the *baga-yāda-, “sacrifice to the god(s)” and
Avestan māzdaiiasni- “belonging to a mazda-iiasna.” The term
šābestān corresponding to šabestān should probably be
explained in this way, as well.
It should be pointed out, however, that no elements of these
words by themselves refer to the person’s lack of (functioning)
genitals, which is the common implication of English eunuch.
They are titles describing his function at the court. The Greek
word, too, originally meant “the holder [supervisor] of the
beds (εὐνή).” Thus, of the two definitions of “eunuch” in the
Oxford English Dictionary (online), “A castrated person of the
male sex; also, such a person employed as a harem attendant,
or in Oriental courts and under the Roman emperors, charged
with important affairs of state,” only the second definition corresponds to the actual use of the Middle Persian terms.34 It can
therefore be misleading simply to translate the Persian terms
as “eunuch” without explanation, as is commonly done.
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Fig.2. Seal of Xīmarōz, modern impression. From
Bivar, “Glyptica Iranica,” 197, fig. 5, with kind
permission of the Bulletin of the Asia Institute.

Fig. 1. Bulla with the impression of Bōxtšābuhr’s seal.
Clay, 3.34 cm x 2.77 cm; thickness ca. 1.44 cm.
Fig. 1a. Obverse. Photograph by Rudolf H. Mayr.
Fig. 1b. Reverse. Photograph by Rudolf H. Mayr.

Fig. 4. Face B of the Nasrabad fire altar showing
Aspēz and Wahnām. Author’s photograph.

Fig. 3. Face D of the Nasrabad fire altar showing
Abnūn. Author’s photograph.
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Fig. 5. Relief of Kerdīr, Naqsh-e Rajab. Author’s photograph.

